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ABSTRACT

We present images, integrated photometry, and surface-brightness and color profiles for a total of 1034 nearby
galaxies recently observed by the Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX ) satellite in its far-ultraviolet (FUV; keA ¼
1516 8) and near-ultraviolet (NUV; keA ¼ 2267 8) bands. Our catalog of objects is derived primarily from the
GALEX Nearby Galaxies Survey (NGS) supplemented by galaxies larger than 10 in diameter serendipitously found
in these fields and in other GALEX exposures of similar of greater depth. The sample analyzed here adequately de-
scribes the distribution and full range of properties ( luminosity, color, star formation rate [SFR]) of galaxies in the
local universe. From the surface brightness profiles obtained we have computed asymptotic magnitudes, colors, and
luminosities, along with the concentration indices C31 and C42. We have also morphologically classified the UV
surface brightness profiles according to their shape. This data set has been complemented with archival optical, near-
infrared, and far-infrared fluxes and colors.We find that the integrated (FUV� K ) color provides robust discrimination
between elliptical and spiral/irregular galaxies and also among spiral galaxies of different subtypes. Elliptical galaxies
with brighter K-band luminosities (i.e., more massive) are redder in (NUV� K ) color but bluer in (FUV� NUV) (a
color sensitive to the presence of a strong UV upturn) than less massive ellipticals. In the case of the spiral/irregular
galaxies our analysis shows the presence of a relatively tight correlation between the (FUV� NUV) color (or,
equivalently, the slope of the UV spectrum, � ) and the total infrared-to-UV ratio. The correlation found between
(FUV� NUV) color and K-band luminosity (with lower luminosity objects being bluer than more luminous ones)
can be explained as due to an increase in the dust content with galaxy luminosity. The images in this Atlas along with
the profiles and integrated properties are publicly available through a dedicated Web page.

Subject headinggs: atlases — galaxies: evolution — galaxies: fundamental parameters — galaxies: photometry —
ultraviolet: galaxies

Online material: extended figure set, machine-readable tables

1. INTRODUCTION

There are several compelling reasons for observing nearby
galaxies in the ultraviolet (UV). First of all, massive, young stars
emit most of their energy in this part spectrum and at least in star-
forming galaxies they outshine the emission from any other stage
of the evolution of a composite stellar population (e.g., Bruzual
& Charlot 2003). Therefore, the flux emitted in the UV in spiral
and irregular is an excellent measure of the current star formation
rate (SFR; Kennicutt 1998; Donas et al. 1987). In the case of qui-
escent elliptical galaxies the analysis of the UVupturn (the rising
part of the FUV spectrum of these galaxies) promises to provide
fundamental clues in our understanding of the evolution of low-

mass stars on the horizontal branch. Due to its remarkable sen-
sitivity to the physical properties of these stars, the UV upturn
could be used, once fully understood, as a powerful diagnostic of
old stellar populations (Burstein et al. 1988; O’Connell 1999; Yi
et al. 1999; Brown 2004; Rich et al. 2005; R.M. Rich et al. 2008,
in preparation; Boselli et al. 2005). The UV has also revealed the
presence of residual star formation in a non-negligible fraction
of low-redshift elliptical galaxies (Yi et al. 2005).

Second, the light emitted in the UV can be very efficiently ab-
sorbed by dust and then re-emitted at far-infrared (FIR) wave-
lengths. Therefore, an analysis of the energy budget using a
comparison of the infrared and UVemission is a powerful tool to
determine the dust attenuation of light at all wavelengths (see
Buat et al. 2005 and references therein). In this sense, it is worth
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emphasizing that dust attenuation is the most vexing problem
that one has to face when analyzing the observational properties
of composite stellar populations and galaxies.

Finally, the observation of nearby galaxies in the UV is fun-
damental if we are to understand the evolution of galaxies from
the high-redshift universe (where their properties are commonly
derived from rest-frame UVobservations) to the present.

There have been many attempts in the past to address some
of these issues. Sullivan et al. (2000, 2001, 2004) studied the star
formation histories in a relatively large and complete sample of
UV-selected local galaxies, from which Treyer et al. (1998) de-
rived the SFR density of the local universe. The nature of the UV
upturn in elliptical galaxies has been widely studied by several
groups, including O’Connell (1999), Brown et al. (2000), and
Deharveng et al. (2002). Studies on the dust attenuation in gal-
axies based on either photometric or spectroscopic UV studies
are numerous, including Calzetti et al. (1994), Heckman et al.
(1995),Meurer et al. (1995, 1999), Buat&Xu (1996), Gordon et al.
(2000, 2003), Buat et al. (2002), and Roussel et al. (2005). The
analysis of the UV morphology of nearby galaxies as a local
benchmark for studies in the optical at high redshift have been
also carried out by several authors, includingKuchinski et al. (2000,
2001),Marcum et al. (2001),Windhorst et al. (2002), and Lauger
et al. (2005).

However, the results of some of these studies were not con-
clusive mainly due to the small size of the samples used, which
were not representative of the overall population of galaxies in
the local universe. This is particularly true for studies on the dust
attenuation in star-forming galaxies and on the rest-frame UV
morphology in nearby galaxies. In the case of the UV-upturn
studies in early-type galaxies this limitation adds to the lack of
spatial resolution and depth of previous UV data and, in some
cases, to the availability of UV data in only one band, which leads
to a loss of sensitivity to the strength of the UVupturn, best traced
by the FUV� NUV color (see Gil de Paz et al. 2005a and refer-
ences therein).

The availability of deep UV observations with moderately
good spatial resolution for large numbers of well-known nearby
galaxies is now possible thanks to the launch of theGalaxy Evo-
lution Explorer (GALEX ) on 2003 April 28. The compilation of
GALEX UV data carried out as part of this paper will allow us
(and other researchers making future use of this data set) to pro-
vide fundamental clues for solving some of the many open ques-
tions regarding theUVproperties of galaxies in the local universe.
In particular, we will show how the strength of the UV upturn is
function of the stellar mass of the galaxy, with more massive el-
liptical galaxies showing stronger UVupturns.Wewill also dem-
onstrate that in a sample like ours, which adequately represents
the bulk of the galaxy population in the local universe, the slope
of the UV continuum is well-correlated (although with a signif-
icant dispersion) with the infrared-to-UV ratio and, therefore,
with the UV extinction, and that the (FUV� K ) color provides
and excellent segregation between early-type (ellipticals and len-
ticulars) and late-type (spirals and irregulars) galaxies.

In this GALEX Ultraviolet Atlas of Nearby Galaxies we pres-
ent surface photometry in the two GALEX ultraviolet (FUVand
NUV) bands, providing integrated photometry and structural
parameters for a total of 1034 nearby galaxies, including ex-
tensively studied objects likeM31,M32,M33,M51,M81,M82,
M83, M87, M101, etc. We compare the UV properties of this
sample with corollary data in the optical, NIR, and FIR, available
for the majority of the galaxies in the Atlas. This comparison al-
lows us to obtain insight into fundamental correlations such as
the ‘‘red sequence’’ found in the color-magnitude diagram of

ellipticals and lenticulars, and a better definition of the IRX-�
relation in normal star-forming galaxies.
In x 2we extensively describe the sample of galaxies. Section 3

provides a summary of the GALEX observations. The analysis
and results are given in xx 4 and 5, respectively. The conclusions
are summarized in x 6.

2. SAMPLE

2.1. Selection

The sample of objects in this Atlas includes galaxies in the
GALEX Nearby Galaxies Survey (NGS; Gil de Paz et al. 2004;
Bianchi et al. 2003a, 2003b) plus galaxies serendipitously found
inNGS fields or in fields with similar or greater depth obtained as
part of otherGALEX imaging surveys that have optical diameters
at the �B ¼ 25 mag arcsec�2 isophote larger than 10 according to
the Third Reference Catalog of Bright Galaxies (de Vaucouleurs
et al. 1991, hereafter RC3). Note also that 10 is the apparent di-
ameter for which RC3 is reasonably complete (H. G. Corwin
2005, private communication).
As mentioned above the answers to some of the most funda-

mental open questions on galaxy evolution in general and on the
UV properties of galaxies in particular are largely dependent on
the (sometimes very large) corrections for dust extinction that
must be applied. With this in mind, the NGS survey was con-
structed to optimally sample the UVas provided byGALEX and
the FIR (where most of the UV light absorbed by dust is re-
emitted) as seen by the Spitzer Space Telescope that would give
us a bolometric view of galaxies in the local universe. Thus, we
began building the NGS sample using Spitzer’s Reserved Ob-
servations Catalog (ROC ver. 2.0), which guarantees that both
UVand infrared data will be eventually made publicly available
to the community for all these galaxies. This includes not only the
Spitzer Infrared Nearby Galaxies Survey legacy project (SINGS;
Kennicutt et al. 2003), but also data from Guaranteed Time Ob-
server (GTO) programs like The Mid-IR Hubble Atlas of Gal-
axies (PI: G. Fazio), Starburst Activity in Nearby Galaxies (PI:
G. Rieke), Probing a sample of Interacting and Ultraluminous
Galaxies (PI: G. Fazio), etc. The total number of (targeted) NGS
galaxies represents approximately one-fourth of the total sam-
ple of 1034 galaxies in the present Atlas. The vast majority of
the UV images of the galaxies observed as part of NGS have ex-
posure times of 1GALEX orbit or more (�1700 s). See x 3 for a
detailed description of the GALEX spacecraft and instrument.
In order to cover a wider range of physical properties (see x 3.1)

and taking advantage of the large field of view of the GALEX
instrument (1.2� in diameter) we added to the Atlas sample all
galaxies in RC3 with D25 diameter larger than 10 that were
serendipitously observed within NGS fields and/or within other
GALEX surveys of similar or greater depth that were available to
theGALEX team, namely theMediumDeep,Deep, andUltradeep
Imaging Surveys (MIS, DIS, and UIS, respectively). We also
added galaxies that were targeted by GALEX because they had
been observed by previous UV missions like UIT or FOCA (as
an additional calibration test forGALEX ) and galaxies from ded-
icated observations of the central 12 deg2 of the Virgo cluster
(Boselli et al. 2005).
Of the original 1136 galaxies compiled 26 were found in im-

ages that have failed the quality assurance (QA) test of the image
aspect solution that is included as part of the standard GALEX
pipeline. A total of 55 additional galaxies were excluded either
because were observed in regions of high background, high Ga-
lactic extinction, during very short orbits and/or they showed ex-
tremely low surface brightness in the UV. After excluding these
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galaxies and those objects with no published redshift (21) we
ended up with a total of 1034 galaxies; 893 of them having both
FUV and NUV high-quality observations.

2.2. Positions, Sizes, Morphological Types, and Distances

In Table 1 we give some basic parameters for the galaxies in-
cluded in this Atlas, including their positions, sizes, distances,
Galactic color excesses [E(B� V )], andmorphological and spec-
troscopic types.

The coordinates shown (cols. [2] and [3]) correspond to those
given by NED, which are known to be more accurate than those
in RC3 from which a significant fraction of these galaxies were
selected (H. G. Corwin 2005, private communication). A few ob-
jects (29) had NED coordinates that were clearly offset from the
position of the galaxy both in theUVand theDSS images. In these
cases, the new, correct positions were determined by eye after in-
specting the corresponding UV images and Table 1 corrected ac-
cordingly. Finally, for two of the objects in the Atlas (UGC 08650
and UGC 11859) a missing/incompleteWorld Coordinate System
(WCS) solution was recomputed using the positions of nearby
stars in the USNO-B catalog (Monet et al. 2003). Sizes are the
major (col. [4]) and minor (col. [5]) axis diameters at the B-band
25 mag arcsec�2 isophote (computed from the corresponding

D25 and R25 values in RC3). For those few objects in our
sample not included in RC3 we used the major and minor axis
diameters available in NED. Position angles (PA; col. [6]) miss-
ing or incorrect in RC3 were determined by eye for a total of 90
of the galaxies in the sample after inspecting the corresponding
UV images. Note that the PA is undefined in those galaxies for
which the D25 isophote is approximately circular according to
RC3.

The distances (cols. [7]Y[9]) to objects with heliocentric re-
cession velocities larger than 500 km s�1 were determined using
a Virgo-infallYcorrected radial velocity and aHubble constant of
70 km s�1 Mpc�1. The correction from heliocentric to Virgo-
infallYcorrected velocity was performed in the same way as in
the LEDA database (see also Yahil et al. 1977; Theureau et al.
1998; Sandage & Tammann 1990). The distances to a total of
801 galaxies were computed in this way. Galaxies with radial
velocities less than 500 km s�1 had distances computed from a
variety of methods, including (in approximate order of prefer-
ence) the period-luminosity (PL) relation of Cepheids, measure-
ment of the I-band magnitude of the tip of the red giant branch
(TRGB), the proper motion of masers, surface brightness fluctua-
tions (SBFs), the globular cluster luminosity function, the Tully-
Fisher relationship, or the brightest stars method (see Table 1 for

TABLE 1

GALEX Atlas Sample

Distance

Object Name

(1)

R.A.

(J2000.0)

(2)

Decl.

(J2000.0)

(3)

2 ; A
(arcmin)

(4)

2 ; B
(arcmin)

(5)

P.A.

(deg)

(6)

d

(Mpc)

(7)

DM

(8)

Ref.

(9)

E(B� V )

(mag)

(10)

Morphological

Type

(11)

T

(12)

Spectral

Type

(13)

WLM................................ 00 01 58.2 �15 27 39.3 11.5 4.0 4 0.98 24.96 2 0.04 IB(s)m 10.0 � 0.3

NGC 7808........................ 00 03 32.1 �10 44 40.8 1.3 1.3 . . . 124 35.48 1 0.04 (R0)SA0�0�: �2.0 � 1.2 Sy1?

UGC 00017...................... 00 03 43.3 +15 13 06.0 2.5 1.7 160 13 30.62 1 0.05 Sm: 9.3 � 0.6

PGC 00282 ...................... 00 04 01.5 �11 10 27.3 1.1 0.9 0 161 36.04 1 0.04 SB(rs)c: 5.0 � 1.0

NGC 0024........................ 00 09 56.5 �24 57 47.3 5.8 1.3 46 8.2 29.57 3 0.02 SA(s)c 5.0 � 0.3

UGC 00128...................... 00 13 50.9 +35 59 39.0 2.1 1.7 65 67 34.13 1 0.06 Sdm 8.0 � 0.7

NGC 0055........................ 00 14 53.6 �39 11 47.9 32.4 5.6 108 2.0 26.51 4 0.01 SB(s)m: sp 9.0 � 0.7

Arp 256 NED 02 ............. 00 18 50.1 �10 21 41.8 1.1 0.8 0 116 35.32 1 0.04 SB(s)c pec 4.5 � 0.6 H ii

Arp 256 NED 01 ............. 00 18 50.9 �10 22 36.6 1.1 0.6 0 115 35.30 1 0.04 SB(s)b pec? 3.0 � 1.3 H ii

UGC 00226...................... 00 23 48.2 +14 41 02.8 1.1 0.6 4 77 34.43 1 0.06 Sb . . .

Notes.—Col. (1): Galaxy name. Cols. (2)Y(3): R.A. and decl. (J2000.0) of the galaxy center. Units of right ascension are hours, minutes, and seconds, and units of dec-
lination are degrees, arcminutes, and arcseconds. Col. (4): Major-axis diameter of the D25 ellipse. Col. (5): Minor-axis diameter of the D25 ellipse. Col. (6): Position angle
(P.A.) of the D25 ellipse. In those cases where the D25 ellipse is approximately circular the P.A. is undefined. Col. (7): Distance to the galaxy in Mpc. Col. (8): Distance
modulus. Col. (9): Reference from which the distance to the galaxy was taken (see below). Col. (10): Galactic color excess from Schlegel et al. (1998). Col. (11): Mor-
phological type fromNED. Col. (12): Morphological type T from RC3 when available. Col. (13): Spectral type from NED. Table 1 is available in its entirety in the electronic
edition of the Astrophysical Journal Supplement. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form and content.

References.—References for determining the distances: (1) from the Virgo-infallYcorrected radial velocity adopting H0 ¼ 70 km s�1 Mpc�1; (2) Rejkuba et al.
2000; (3) Kennicutt et al. 2003; (4) Van de Steene et al. 2004; (5) van den Bergh 2000; (6) Freedman & Madore 1990; (7) LEDA’s Tully-Fisher relationship value;
(8) Karachentsev et al. 2003a; (9) Freedman et al. 2001; (10) Tikhonov & Galazutdinova 2002; (11) Freedman, Wilson, & Madore 1991; (12) Tully 1988; (13) assumed to
be at the same distance as IC 0159; (14) Gallart et al. 2004; (15) Tonry et al. 2001; (16) Silbermann et al. 1996; (17) assumed to be at the same distance as NGC 1023;
(18) Bland-Hawthorn et al. 1997; (19) Bottinelli et al. 1984; (20) Karachentsev et al. 1996; (21) Madore et al. 1998 (Fornax cluster); (22) Perrett et al. 1997; (23) assumed
to be at the same distance as NGC 1512; (24) assumed to be at the same distance as NGC 1553 (Dorado group); (25) Jensen et al. 2003; (26) Makarova & Karachentsev
2003; (27) Tosi et al. 2001; (28) Tolstoy et al. 1995; (29) assumed to be in the NGC 2442 group; (30) Sersic & Donzelli 1993; (31) Davidge 2003; (32) Sharina,
Karachentsev, & Tikhonov 1999; (33) Gil de Paz et al. 2000b; (34) Karachentsev et al. 2002; (35) Gil de Paz et al. 2003; (36) Macri et al. 2001; (37) Karachentsev et al.
2003b; (38) Drozdovsky & Karachentsev 2000; (39) Östlin 2000; (40) Freedman et al. 1994; (41) Sakai & Madore 1999; (42) assumed to be at the same distance as
M81; (43) Paturel et al. 2002; (44) assumed to be at the same distance as NGC 3109; (45) assumed to be at the same distance as NGC 3190; (46) Verdes-Montenegro
et al. 2000; (47) Schulte-Ladbeck et al. 1999; (48) GOLDMINE database (Gavazzi et al. 2003); (49) assumed to be at the same distance of NGC 3923; (50) assumed
to be at the same distance as NGC 3923; (51) using the average of NGC 4038/NGC 4039; (52) Gavazzi et al. 1999 (Virgo M); (53) GOLDMINE database (Gavazzi
et al. 2003) (Virgo Bckg); (54) Gavazzi et al. 1999 (Virgo N); (55) Karachentsev et al. 2004; (56) assumed to be at the same distance as M106; (57) Herrnstein et al. 1999;
(58) assumed to be at the same distance as NGC 4278; (59) Gavazzi et al. 1999 (Virgo S+E); (60) Gavazzi et al. 1999 (Virgo A); (61) Karachentsev & Drozdovsky
1998; (62) GOLDMINE database (Gavazzi et al. 2003) (Virgo A); (63) assumed to be at the same distance as NGC 4490; (64) assumed to be at the same distance as
NGC 4625; (65) assumed to be at the same distance as NGC 4631; (66) Makarova et al. 1998; (67) assumed to be at the same distance as NGC 5055; (68) Rejkuba
2004; (69) assumed to be at the same distance as NGC 5169; (70) Feldmeier et al. 1997; (71) assumed to be at the same distance as M51a; (72) Thim et al. 2003;
(73) Kelson et al. 1996; (74) assumed to be at the same distance as NGC 5713/NGC 5719; (75) using the average of NGC 5713/NGC 5719; (76) assumed to be at the same
distance as NGC 6340; (77) assumed to be at the same distance as NGC 7496; (78) assumed to be at the same distance as NGC 7552; (79) assumed to be at the same
distance as NGC 0300.
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individual references on each galaxy). For some galaxies be-
lieved to be members of interacting pairs, groups, or clusters we
adopted the distance to the corresponding pair, group, or cluster.
Examples of this are NGC 1510 and NGC 1512, and NGC 5713
andNGC 5719 asmembers of interacting pairs; NGC 1546, NGC
1549, and NGC 1553 as part of the Dorado group; ESO 059-
G007 and ESO 059-G010 as likely members of the NGC 2442
group; NGC 1316, NGC 1317, NGC 1381, NGC 1387, NGC
1399, etc., all members of the Fornax Cluster. For a total of 104
galaxies in theVirgoCluster area the distances were either derived
by adopting a three-dimensional structure of the Virgo Cluster
and subdivision into clouds, very similar to that of Gavazzi et al.
(1999), or directly from the GOLDMINE database (Gavazzi et al.
2003). In the case of the SINGS galaxies we adopted the distances
given by Kennicutt et al. (2003).

Galactic color excesses E(B� V ) (col. [10]) are those avail-
able through NED, which correspond to those given by Schlegel
et al. (1998).
Regarding the morphological types (cols. [11] and [12]), we

have adopted those given in RC3. Galaxies were broadly binned
as elliptical/ lenticular galaxies when their morphological type, T,
was less than�0.5, spirals if Twas between�0.5 and 9.5, and ir-
regulars when Texceeded 9.5 (RC3). For the blue compact dwarf
galaxies NGC 1705, NGC 2537, NGC 3125, NGC 4344, and
NGC 4861 (see Gil de Paz et al. 2003, Gil de Paz&Madore 2005),
originally classified in RC3 as ellipticals or spirals, we changed
their morphological type to compact irregulars (T ¼ 11). Regard-
ing the morphological classification of mergers we should men-
tion that depending on (1) the stage of evolution of the particular
merger, (2) distance and resolution of the images from which the

Fig. 1.—Comparison of theGALEX Atlas sample and the Nearby Field Galaxy Survey (NFGS) of Jansen et al. (2000). Galaxies classified as ellipticals/lenticulars are
shown in dark gray, spiral galaxies in gray, and irregulars and blue compact dwarf (BCD) galaxies in light gray. The outlined solid-line histogram represents the distribution
for all galaxies. (a) Distribution in B-band apparent magnitude. Note that the sharp cutoff in magnitude for the NFGS is due to the fact that this survey was extracted from
the magnitude-limited CfA survey sample (Huchra et al. 1983). (b) Distribution of distances in Mpc (see x 2.2 for a detailed description of how the distances to galaxies in
the GALEX Atlas were determined). The dashed-line histogram represents the distribution of 10,663 galaxies with measured redshifts in RC3. (c) Distribution of major-
axis diameters in arcmin. Note that the size limit for the serendipitous part of the GALEX Atlas was set to 10.
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system was classified, and (3) the criterion of the person clas-
sifying the object, mergers might appear classified as (1) two
galaxies each with its own morphological type (e.g., NGC
4038/4039), (2) one single peculiar (NGC 0520) or even spiral
(NGC6052) object, or (3) theymight lack anymorphological clas-
sification (Mrk 8). Finally, spectroscopic types (col. [13]) were
taken from NED.

In Figure 1a (top) we show the distribution of galaxies in the
Atlas as a function of the B-band apparent magnitude for dif-
ferent morphological types (dark gray histogram for ellipticals,
gray for spirals, lightgray for irregulars) and for the total sample
(solid-lined histogram). Figure 1b (top) shows the distribution of
distances. The shape of this latter distribution appears to be the
result of combining the RC3 redshift distribution (dashed-line his-
togram) with a large number of very nearby galaxies with distances
closer than 50Mpc included in this Atlas as part of NGS. It is worth
noting here that because our sample is effectively limited in mag-
nitude and (to a lesser extent) in diameter we might be missing a
fraction of faint, low-luminosity, low surface brightness galaxies
compared with what we would find in a volume-limited sample of
the local universe. In this sense, objects such as the Antlia Dwarf or
the dwarf spheroidal satellites around the Milky Way might be
common in the field, but they would certainly be underrepre-
sented in either a magnitude-limited or a diameter-limited sam-
ple. This limitation should be kept in mind when comparing our
results with those obtained from the analysis of a volume-limited
sample, such as the 11 HUGS sample (Funes et al. 2007) or the
Virgo-cluster sample analyzed by Boselli et al. (2005).

3. GALEX OBSERVATIONS

GALEX is a NASA small explorer class mission that orbits
the Earth at an altitude of approximately 700 km. The single in-
strument on board consists of a 50 cm aperture Ritchey-Chrétien
telescope equipped with a dichroic beam splitter that allows si-
multaneous observation in two separate bands, FUV and NUV,
within a circular field of view of 1.2

�
in diameter. The dichroic

also acts as a field-aberration corrector. The UV light is detected
using microchannel plates with crossed delay-line anodes. The
effective wavelength of the two GALEX bands are 1516 and

22678, and their full widths at half-maximum are 269 and 6168,
respectively, for the FUV and NUV channels. The observations
are carried out only at night-time with a typical total usable time
per orbit of �1700 s. For amore detailed description of the space-
craft and the instrument the reader is referred to Martin et al.
(2005) and Morrissey et al. (2005).

The observations for this Atlas were carried out by theGALEX
satellite between 2003 June 7 and 2005 April 29. The typical ex-
posure time per field was one orbit (specific exposure times are
given in Table 2). During periods of intense solar activity, in-
cluding the historical solar storm occurred on 2003 OctoberY
November, or during sporadic overcurrent events the FUV detector
was turned off to avoid any damage of the electronics. Although in
some occasions the NUV detector had also to be turned off, in most
cases the scheduled observations were still carried out through the
NUV channel. Due to this, a total of 141 galaxies in thisAtlas (14%
of the sample) were observed only in the NUV band. These gal-
axies are identified asNUV-only in Table 2. Nineteen galaxies were
found to be too faint in our FUVimaging data andwere analyzed as
NUV-only targets as well. Table 2 also provides information re-
garding the FUVand NUV background for each of the fields along
with the mean standard deviation of the sky and the standard de-
viation of the mean value of the sky across different regions in the
field (see x 4.2 for details).

Using the GALEX pipeline the photon lists generated by the
detectors for each of the bands were processed to produce the
corresponding intensity maps in counts per second. The final out-
put products of the pipeline also include a high-resolution re-
sponsemap,which is the product of the effective exposure time by
the flat field at a given position and that was used to estimate the
photon noise in our images. Note that the images taken as part of
the mosaics of M31 and of the center of the Virgo cluster were
generated using a slightly modified version of the pipeline that,
nevertheless, preserve both the image quality and absolute flux
calibration generated by the standard GALEX pipeline.

The point spread function (PSF) of the images was found to
vary as a function of the count rate with bright point sources
usually leading to a wider PSF than faint sources and as a func-
tion of the position of the image. For the average count rates usually

TABLE 2

GALEX Observations

FUV Sky Background NUV Sky Background

Object Name

(1)

Date

Observed

(2)

Exp.

(s)

(3)

Tile

(4)

Mean

(counts s�1)

(5)

h�i
(counts s�1)

(6)

�(Mean)

(counts s�1)

(7)

Mean

(counts s�1)

(8)

h�i
(counts s�1)

(9)

�(Mean)

(counts s�1)

(10)

Notes

(11)

WLM......................... 2003 Oct 23 1442 NGA_WLM 2.657E�04 4.595E�04 1.133E�05 2.968E�03 1.681E�03 8.973E�06

NGC 7808................. 2003 Sep 17 592 MISDR1_29571_0650 2.403E�04 6.984E�04 3.168E�05 3.119E�03 2.688E�03 1.062E�05

UGC 00017............... 2004 Aug 26 1705 MISDR2_28657_0750 4.114E�04 4.988E�04 1.217E�05 3.018E�03 1.500E�03 9.886E�06 (1)

PGC 00282 ............... 2003 Sep 17 592 MISDR1_29571_0650 2.228E�04 7.111E�04 2.995E�06 3.116E�03 2.730E�03 1.126E�04

NGC 0024................. 2003 Sep 16 1602 NGA_NGC 0024 2.434E�04 4.232E�04 3.274E�05 2.789E�03 1.537E�03 8.181E�05

UGC 00128............... 2003 Sep 09 1405 NGA_UGC 0128 5.992E�04 8.596E�04 1.123E�05 3.526E�03 1.794E�03 4.927E�05

NGC 0055................. 2003 Sep 14 1511 NGA_NGC 0055 2.564E�04 4.457E�04 5.672E�05 2.503E�03 1.512E�03 1.213E�04

Arp 256 NED 02 ...... 2003 Sep 19 1429 MISDR1_29523_0652 2.269E�04 4.122E�04 7.915E�06 3.016E�03 1.627E�03 2.816E�06

Arp 256 NED 01 ...... 2003 Sep 19 1429 MISDR1_29523_0652 2.272E�04 4.123E�04 1.762E�06 3.011E�03 1.627E�03 8.552E�06

UGC 00226............... 2003 Aug 29 3537 MISDR1_28652_0417 5.036E�04 4.411E�04 7.978E�06 3.283E�03 1.148E�03 6.477E�05

Notes.—Col. (1): Galaxy name. Col. (2): Date the galaxy was observed. Col. (3): Total exposure time in seconds for each of the GALEX bands. Col. (4): Tile name
assigned by the GALEX mission. It includes the name of the survey as part of which the galaxy was observed and the name of the targeted field. Col. (5): Mean sky
background of the FUVimage (in counts per second). Col. (6): Mean standard deviation of the sky in the FUVimagemeasured by averaging the standard deviation within
several regions around the position of the object. Col. (7): Standard deviation of the mean values of the sky measured in these regions. Cols. (8)Y(10): The same for the
NUV image. Col. (11): Notes for individual objects: (1) Nominal galaxy position angle changed; (2) nominal galaxy coordinates changed; (3) special pipeline processing;
(4) NUV-only; (5) very shallow FUV image; (6) very bright star near or on top of the galaxy; (7) nominal galaxy size changed; (8) crowded field, uncertain photometry.
Table 2 is available in its entirety in the electronic edition of the Astrophysical Journal Supplement. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form and content.
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obtained from nearby galaxies and for objects located within
the central 0.5

�
of the GALEX field, the PSF full width at half-

maximum (FWHM) is in the range 4.000Y4.500 and 5.000Y5.500,
respectively, for the FUV and NUV bands.

3.1. Comparison with a Magnitude-limited Sample

Because of the rather arbitrary criteria involved in selecting
the objects in this Atlas, a comparison of the properties of these
galaxies with the overall population of galaxies in the local uni-
verse is in order if the conclusions derived from this work are to
be applied beyond the limits of this Atlas. We have therefore
compared the distribution of properties of the galaxies in the
Atlas with those included in the Nearby Field Galaxy Survey
(NFGS) of Jansen et al. (2000). The NFGS is composed of a total
of 196 galaxies that were selected as a representative subsample
of the magnitude-limited CfA survey (Huchra et al. 1983).

The B-band magnitude distributions obtained for both the
GALEX Atlas and the NFGS (see Fig. 1a) are a direct conse-
quence of the limits of the surveys from which they are derived.
That is, while the faint end of the distribution for the GALEX
Atlas is a result of the effective completeness limit of �15.5 mag
inherent in RC3 (note again that the completeness of RC3 is also
limited to objects larger than 10); galaxies in the NFGS show a
sharp cutoff in their apparent magnitudes at the limit of the CfA
survey, B � 14:5 mag.

In Figure 1b we compare the distribution of distances of both
samples and for the whole RC3. Both distributions are similar,
withmost of the galaxies found at distances closer than 100Mpc,
with a relatively long tail extending to distances up to 200 Mpc
and somewhat beyond. The peak in the NFGS distance distri-
bution is intermediate between the local peak in the Atlas sample
associated with NGS and the more distant peak of RC3 (which is
slightly deeper in apparent magnitude).

Figure 1c shows the comparison between the D25 major-axis
diameter of our sample and the NFGS. The major-axis diameters
of galaxies in the NFGS were obtained using the UGC catalog
major-axis diameters and the morphological-typeYdependent
transformation coefficients given by Table 6 of RC3. We find that
a total of 52 galaxies in the NFGS (�27%) are smaller than 10 in
D25 major-axis diameter and would be missed by the size limit
imposed to the serendipitous part of the Atlas sample. Of these

galaxies, approximately half are elliptical /lenticular and half
spiral galaxies.
Figure 1 demonstrates that theGALEX Atlas and the NFGS, at

least in terms of their apparent magnitudes and redshift distribu-
tions, are sampling the same volume of the universe and represent
a similar population of galaxies. It is therefore fair to now carry
out amore detailed comparison between the intrinsic properties of
the galaxies in these two samples, including their luminosities,
colors, and SFR. At this point it is also worth noting that the
relative numbers of ellipticals/spirals/irregulars (22%, 62%, 8%)10

in the GALEX Atlas are similar to those found in the field by the
NFGS (28%, 65%, 7%).
In Figure 2a we compare the distribution in B-band absolute

magnitude of both theGALEX Atlas and the NFGS samples. The
distribution of both ellipticals/lenticulars and irregulars is pretty
similar between both samples. However, in the case of the spirals,
although the range of properties covered is also similar, we find a
moderate excess of intrinsically bright spirals (�21 < MB < �20)
and a small paucity of low-luminosity spirals (�19 < MB < �18)
compared with the field for the same number of ellipticals/
lenticulars and spirals outside these luminosity bins. Note that
thanks to the large number of objects in our sample there are still
more than twice as many low-luminosity spirals (MB > �19 mag)
in this Atlas as in the NFGS sample. Similar behavior is seen when
the (U � B) colors of both samples are compared (see Fig. 2b).
In this case the Atlas sample shows a slight paucity of relatively
blue (and probably also faint) spirals. Finally, we use the 60 �m
and 100 �m IRAS fluxes to compute the FIR luminosity using the
recipe of Lonsdale et al. (1985). The comparison of the FIR lu-
minosities derived for each sample shows that they both cover
the same range of properties with a comparable distribution ex-
cept for the slight excess (paucity) of high (low) FIR luminosity
spirals in the Atlas sample (see Fig. 2c).
The origin of this small difference in the luminosity distri-

bution of our sample and that of the NFGS might due in part to
the size limit of 10 in D25 major-axis diameter imposed to the
serendipitous part of the Atlas sample. However, since only 23%
of the spirals in the NFGS are smaller than 10, this effect only

Fig. 2.—Comparison of the properties of the GALEX Atlas sample and the NFGS. Color coding is as in Fig. 1. (a) B-band absolute magnitude. Note that the GALEX
Atlas sample covers the full range of properties of the galaxies in the local universe as described by themagnitude-limitedNFGS sample. The distribution is quite similar in
the case of elliptical / lenticular and irregular galaxies with only a moderate excess of intrinsically bright spirals in the case of theGALEX Atlas sample compared with field
galaxies. It is worth noting that there are still almost 3 times more low-luminosity spiral galaxies in theGALEX Atlas than in the NFGS. The relative fractions of elliptical /
spiral /irregular galaxies is also very similar between theGALEX Atlas sample and field galaxies (see text for details). (b)U � B color. (c) FIR luminosity obtained from the
IRAS 60 and 100 �m fluxes using the recipe of Lonsdale et al. (1985).

10 Note that about 9% of the galaxies in the Atlas do not have morphological
types available in RC3.
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accounts for part of the problem. The other reason for this dif-
ference in luminosity is probably intrinsic to the rather hetero-
geneous selection criteria in the original GALEX NGS, which
basically includes all galaxies that were in the SpizterROC at the
time the GALEX surveys were planned. In the GALEX NGS we
can find targets from many different Spitzer programs, which are
in many cases biased to large, bright, nearby galaxies with ex-
pectedly bright infrared emission (i.e., bright, nearby spirals).

4. ANALYSIS

4.1. Color Images

The left panels of Figure Set 3 show false-color RGBmaps of
the galaxies in our sample. The images used are ‘‘asinh’’ scaling
versions (Lupton et al. 2004) of the 2 pixel smoothed FUV
image (blue), the original NUV image (red ), and a linear combi-
nation of the two (green). The coefficients used to obtain the green-
channel image are 0.2 and 0.8, respectively, for the smoothed FUV
and original NUV images. For those galaxies with NUV-only data
we give the asinh-scaled NUV image. Shown in green is the RC3
D25 ellipse,whichwas originally derived fromB-band photometry.

In most of the cases (891 galaxies) the maps shown corre-
spond to a region 1.5 times the D25 major axis diameter in size.
In those cases where the UVemission is comparatively more ex-
tended than the optical light this factor was increased up to 5 times
D25 for the most extreme cases. The size of the horizontal tick
mark plotted at the bottom of each map corresponds to 2 kpc at
the distance of the galaxy, except for the case of the Phoenix
Dwarf (ESO 245-G007), where it represents a physical size of
0.2 kpc. For comparison purposes the central panels of Figure Set 3
show DSS-1 images for the same field of view.

4.2. Surface Brightness and Color Profiles

Using the central position, ellipticity (derived from the corre-
sponding axial ratio), and position angle of the D25 ellipse given
in Table 1, we compute the mean surface brightness within el-
liptical annuli of fixed center and position angle increasing from
600 in major-axis radius to at least 1.5 times the D25 radius. The
outermost point where the surface photometry was computed cor-
responds to the size of the postage stamps shown in Figure Set 3,
which in turn depends on the extension of the UV emission for
each individual galaxy. In some cases a few of the outermost
points had to be removed from the profiles shown in Figure Set 3
because either the mean flux in the isophote was below the level
of the sky or the photometry errors were extremely large (see be-
low). Point sources with colors redder than (FUV� NUV) ¼ 1
were automatically identified as foreground stars and masked in
theGALEX images. Thesemasks were then visually inspected in
order to (1) include blue foreground stars and, in a very few cases,
to (2) exclude from this automatically generated mask the nuclei
of some galaxies that had been misclassified as foreground stars.

In order to determine the errors in the surface photometry we
used the expressions and methodology described in Gil de Paz &
Madore (2005). Errors in the inner parts of the profiles are com-
monly dominated by photon noise, while in the very outer parts
the background subtraction uncertainties dominate. It is impor-
tant to note here that because the background in these images is
very low (see Table 2), especially in the FUV channel, the statis-
tics of the background are highly Poissonian, therefore the com-
mon estimators, themean, median, andmode can be very different.
In particular, the mode in shallow FUV images can be zero. Thus,
since our surface photometry uses the mean as the measure of the
flux within each isophote, we consistently use the mean of the sky
as a consistent estimate of the background, after all SExtractor-

detected sources are carefully masked (Bertin & Arnouts 1996).
We further masked all pixels in a 5 ; 5 pixel box around each
detected-source pixel so as to avoid possible contamination from
the light in the extended wings of the sources.

The background was computed as the mean of the sky value
of a total of 90 different regions of 4000 pixels each located
around the source and arranged in two concentric elliptical pat-
terns at a distance never closer than 1.5 times the size of the cor-
responding D25 ellipse. From a comparison of the mean of the
standard deviation within each sky region with the standard de-
viation of the mean of each region we also determine the impact
of low-frequency variations in the background (due, for example,
to flat-fielding errors) on the total error budget (see Gil de Paz &
Madore 2005 for details).

In the right panels of Figure Set 3 we show the FUVand NUV
surface-brightness (bottom) and (FUV� NUV) color profiles
(top) each corrected for Galactic extinction in units of AB mag-
nitudes per square arcsec along with the corresponding 1 � errors.
Here we have adopted the Galactic color excesses given by
Schlegel et al. (1998) and the parameterization of the Galactic
extinction law given by Cardelli et al. (1989) for a total-to-selective
extinction ratio of RV ¼ 3:1. The conversion factors are AFUV ¼
7:9E(B� V ) and ANUV ¼ 8:0E(B� V ). The FUV surface-
brightness profile shown in Figure Set 3 is given in blue, the NUV
profile in red, and the (FUV� NUV) color profile is in green.
The profiles are plotted against the equivalent radius (ab)1/2 of
the corresponding ellipse (expressed both in arcsec and kpc). The
white error bar at the top right corner of each diagram represents
the �1 � uncertainty on the GALEX zero points, which is esti-
mated to be �0.15 mag for both the FUV and NUV channels.
Note that all panels are scaled to the same range in surface bright-
ness and color. Hereafter when we refer to (FUV� NUV) it will
be the color corrected for Galactic extinction.

In all cases, except the Antlia Dwarf, the outermost point
represented in these plots corresponds to the position beyond
which either the intensity in the image falls below the level of the
sky, or the error in the surface photometry for the NUV band is
larger than 0.8 mag, whichever happens first. In the case of the
Antlia Dwarf galaxy, we limited the radial range to that where the
contamination from a diffuse Galactic cirrus, located near the po-
sition of the galaxy, was still found to be negligible.

4.3. Asymptotic Magnitudes, Colors,
and Structural Parameters

Using the surface brightness profiles derived and the area of
each elliptical annulus we obtained the asymptotic magnitudes
by extrapolating the growth curve to infinity. We first computed
the accumulated flux and the gradient in the accumulated flux
(i.e., the slope of the growth curve) at each radius and perform an
error-weighted linear fit to the accumulated flux versus slope of
the growth curve plot. After an appropriate radial range was chosen
we took the value of the y-intercept of this fit as the asymptotic
magnitude of the galaxy. This technique is described in detail in
Cairós et al. (2001). These authors also tested the stability of this
method against the choice of radial range used for the fit and ver-
ified its reliability by comparing their results with those obtained
using alternative extrapolation techniques. Note that obtaining
growth curves and deriving the corresponding asymptotic mag-
nitudes of galaxies at UVwavelengths have been already done in
the past (see Rifatto et al. 1995).

In Table 3 we give the observed asymptotic and aperture (in-
side the D25 ellipse) AB magnitudes in both the FUVand NUV
bands along with the corresponding computed from the growth
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curve (FUV� NUV) colors. The errors quoted correspond to the
error associated with the fit to the growth curve alone. The mean
differences obtained between the asymptotic magnitudes and the
D25 aperture magnitudes are �0:19 � 0:20 mag and �0:23 �
0:20, respectively, for the FUVandNUV,with the asymptoticmag-
nitudes being brighter. The corresponding foreground-extinctionY
corrected values are given in Table 4. The corrected asymptotic
luminosities (in watts) are also provided in this table. Foreground-
extinctionYcorrected asymptotic magnitudes and colors along
with their corresponding errors are also shown in one of the
corners of the panels on the right of Figure Set 3. In this case the
errors are composed of a term derived from the error-weighted
fit of the growth curve plus a term (in parentheses) due exclu-

sively to uncertainties in the GALEX FUVand NUV zero points
(�0.15 mag).11

From the growth curve obtained we also computed the ef-
fective radius as the equivalent radius at which the accumulated
flux was equal to the asymptotic magnitude plus 0.7526 mag
[2.5 log (2)]. In a similar way we derived the radii containing the
20%, 25%, 75%, and 80% of the light (r20, r25, r75, and r80,

Fig. Set 3.—False-colorGALEX images (left ), DSS-1 images (center), and surface brightness and color profiles (right) of the galaxies in the Atlas (see text for details).
All panels are available online at http://nedwww.ipac.caltech.edu / level5/GALEX_Atlas/. [See the electronic edition of the Supplement for Figs. 3.1Y3.259.]

11 Note that due to the poor handling of fractional pixels by the IRAF task
ELLIPSE additional errors in the asymptotic magnitudes (and to a lesser extent in
the colors) might be present. We estimate that this error might be larger than the
error quoted in only a very small fraction (<5%) of the sample, either the most
concentrated or inclined galaxies.
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respectively) that were used to compute the concentration indi-
ces C31 (de Vaucouleurs 1977) and C42 (Kent 1985) in both UV
bands. These indices are defined as

C31 ¼ r75

r25
; ð1Þ

C42 ¼ 5 log
r80

r20

� �
: ð2Þ

4.4. Morphological Classification of the UV Profiles

We have visually classified the UV surface brightness profiles
shown in Figure Set 3 according to their shape. Since most of the
profiles (especially in spiral and irregular galaxies) show two
distinct regions, our classification scheme uses two letters: the
first letter describing the shape of the outer profile and the second
one describing the shape of the inner region. In a few cases
where we find an excess or depression associatedwith the nucleus
of the galaxy we add a final suffix ‘‘n’’ (nucleated) or ‘‘h’’ (hole),
respectively, to the corresponding morphological class. Also in
galaxies showing obvious extended UVemission (XUV; Thilker
et al. 2005; Gil de Paz et al. 2005b) the morphological class is pre-
ceded by the letter ‘‘x’’ (extended). The classes assigned are given
in column (16) of Table 4. Those galaxies that are barely resolved
by our GALEX observations have no such classes assigned. The
codes used for themorphological classification of the outer region
are ‘‘E’’ for exponential, ‘‘V’’ for a de Vaucouleurs profile, or ‘‘?’’
if there are not enough points in the outer profile to determine
which of the two previous laws works best. In the case of the
inner profile we use ‘‘E’’ or ‘‘V’’ if the profile is a smooth contin-
uation of the corresponding outer profile or if there is a transition
from a ‘‘E’’ profile in the outer parts to ‘‘V’’ in the inner regions,
‘‘F’’ for a flattening of the profile toward the inner regions, ‘‘D’’
for a profile falling in brightness toward the center, and finally,
‘‘R’’ for a profile moderately rising in brightness over what it
would be expected from and inward extrapolation of the outer
profile law. The letter describing the shape of the inner profile ap-
pears in lower case if the radial extension of the inner profile is
significantly smaller than that of outer profile. In this scheme gal-

axies with pure de Vaucouleurs (exponential) profiles would be
classified as VV (EE) type. Note that the majority of the galaxies
in this Atlas are extracted from GALEX fields of similar depth
(�1 orbit) that were obtained as part of the Nearby Galaxies Sur-
vey (NGS) or the Medium-deep Imaging Survey (MIS). In the
majority of the cases the same classification does apply to both the
FUVand NUV profiles. In the few cases where the profiles differ
enough to be placed in different classes we give first the FUVand
then the NUVmorphological class separated by a comma (e.g.,
NGC 1055, NGC 1386, NGC 1546).

4.5. Corollary Data

In order to compare the UV properties of the galaxies in this
Atlas with those known from previous multiwavelength surveys
we have compiled a large amount of corollary data on this sam-
ple (see Table 5). Of the 1034 galaxies in the Atlas a total of 871
(84%) have asymptotic B-band photometry available in RC3.
We primarily used the BT magnitude and only when BT was un-
availablewemade use of themB magnitude instead.A total of 318
(393) galaxies also have asymptotic U (V ) magnitudes published
in RC3.
In addition we have also compiled integrated JHKmagnitudes

from 2MASS. In the first instance we adopted the JHKtot mag-
nitudes from the 2MASSLargeGalaxyAtlas (LGA) of Jarrett et al.
(2003). For those objects not in the 2MASS LGAwe used the total
JHKtotal magnitudes given in the Final Release of the 2MASS
Extended Source Catalog (XSC). A total of 853 galaxies in the
Atlas had K-band data available.
The optical and near-infraredmagnitudes given in Table 5 are ob-

served values. The corresponding Galactic extinction-corrected
magnitudeswere derived using the color excesses given in Table 1
and the extinction law of Cardelli et al. (1989) for RV ¼ 3:1.
Finally, we compiled IRAS photometry using data from (in or-

der of priority) Rice et al. (1988), J. Knapp (1994, private com-
munication), the IRAS Point Source Catalog (PSC), and Moshir
et al. (1990). A total of 459 galaxies had IRAS detections at both
60 and 100 �m. These two bands are required in order to esti-
mate the total infrared emission of the galaxy and from it the total

TABLE 3

Observed UV Magnitudes and Colors

Asymptotic Magnitudes and Color D25 Magnitudes and Color Foreground Extinction

Object Name

(1)

FUV

(mag)

(2)

NUV

(mag)

(3)

FUV� NUV

(mag)

(4)

FUV

(mag)

(5)

NUV

(mag)

(6)

FUV� NUV

(mag)

(7)

AFUV;MW

(mag)

(8)

ANUV;MW

(mag)

(9)

WLM......................................... 12.76 � 0.01 12.64 � 0.01 0.13 � 0.01 12.83 � 0.01 12.72 � 0.01 0.12 � 0.01 0.29 0.30

NGC 7808................................. 17.83 � 0.03 17.11 � 0.03 0.72 � 0.04 17.86 � 0.05 17.22 � 0.02 0.64 � 0.05 0.34 0.34

UGC 00017............................... 17.24 � 0.03 16.85 � 0.01 0.39 � 0.03 17.39 � 0.02 17.03 � 0.01 0.35 � 0.03 0.38 0.38

PGC 00282 ............................... 16.57 � 0.04 16.31 � 0.02 0.26 � 0.04 16.64 � 0.02 16.39 � 0.01 0.25 � 0.03 0.28 0.28

NGC 0024................................. 14.20 � 0.01 13.91 � 0.01 0.29 � 0.01 14.32 � 0.01 14.03 � 0.01 0.29 � 0.01 0.16 0.16

UGC 00128............................... 17.01 � 0.04 16.83 � 0.02 0.17 � 0.04 17.15 � 0.03 17.03 � 0.02 0.11 � 0.03 0.50 0.50

NGC 0055................................. 10.30 � 0.01 10.01 � 0.01 0.29 � 0.01 10.36 � 0.01 10.07 � 0.01 0.29 � 0.01 0.10 0.10

Arp 256 NED 02 ...................... 16.11 � 0.01 15.68 � 0.01 0.44 � 0.02 16.37 � 0.01 15.92 � 0.01 0.46 � 0.02 0.28 0.29

Arp 256 NED 01 ...................... 16.13 � 0.03 15.72 � 0.04 0.43 � 0.05 16.22 � 0.01 15.83 � 0.01 0.40 � 0.02 0.28 0.29

UGC 00226............................... 17.16 � 0.02 16.83 � 0.01 0.32 � 0.03 17.25 � 0.02 16.92 � 0.01 0.32 � 0.02 0.51 0.51

Notes.—Col. (1): Galaxy name. Col. (2): Observed asymptotic FUV magnitude in AB scale. The errors quoted correspond to the error in the fit to the growth curve
alone. The error in the FUVand NUV zero-point calibration is estimated to be�0.15 mag in each band. Col. (3): The same for the NUV. Col. (4): Observed asymptotic
(FUV� NUV) color computed as the difference between col. (2) and col. (3). Cols. (5)Y(7): The same as cols. (2)Y(4) for the aperture magnitudes within the D25 ellipse.
Col. (8): Foreground Milky Way extinction in the FUV band in magnitudes. Col. (9): Foreground Milky Way extinction in the NUV band in magnitudes. Table 3 is
available in its entirety in the electronic edition of the Astrophysical Journal Supplement. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form and content.
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TABLE 4

Foreground-ExtinctionYcorrected UV Properties

Asymptotic Magnitudes and Color D25 Magnitudes and Color log L Effective Radii

C31 C42 UV

Object Name

(1)

FUV

(mag)

(2)

NUV

(mag)

(3)

FUV� NUV

(mag)

(4)

FUV

(mag)

(5)

NUV

(mag)

(6)

FUV� NUV

(mag)

(7)

FUV

(W)

(8)

NUV

(W)

(9)

FUV

(arcsec)

(10)

NUV

(arcsec)

(11)

FUV

(12)

NUV

(13)

FUV

(14)

NUV

(15)

profile

(16)

WLM.................................... 12.47 � 0.01 12.34 � 0.01 0.13 � 0.01 12.54 � 0.01 12.42 � 0.01 0.12 � 0.01 33.93 33.80 90.89 92.77 2.11 2.15 1.97 2.08 EF

NGC 7808............................ 17.49 � 0.03 16.77 � 0.03 0.72 � 0.04 17.52 � 0.05 16.88 � 0.02 0.64 � 0.05 36.13 36.24 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . EE

UGC 00017.......................... 16.86 � 0.03 16.47 � 0.01 0.39 � 0.03 17.01 � 0.02 16.65 � 0.01 0.35 � 0.03 34.44 34.42 31.81 32.48 2.32 2.52 2.37 2.61 EF

PGC 00282 .......................... 16.29 � 0.04 16.03 � 0.02 0.26 � 0.04 16.36 � 0.02 16.11 � 0.01 0.25 � 0.03 36.83 36.76 14.55 14.43 . . . . . . . . . . . . ED

NGC 0024............................ 14.04 � 0.01 13.75 � 0.01 0.29 � 0.01 14.16 � 0.01 13.87 � 0.01 0.29 � 0.01 35.15 35.09 35.98 36.16 2.74 2.73 2.71 2.71 Ef

UGC 00128.......................... 16.51 � 0.04 16.33 � 0.02 0.18 � 0.04 16.65 � 0.03 16.53 � 0.02 0.12 � 0.03 35.98 35.88 32.48 32.78 2.29 2.40 2.27 2.41 EFn

NGC 0055............................ 10.20 � 0.01 9.91 � 0.01 0.29 � 0.01 10.26 � 0.01 9.97 � 0.01 0.29 � 0.01 35.46 35.40 155.54 149.95 2.80 2.87 2.79 2.79 EE

Arp 256 NED 02 ................. 15.83 � 0.01 15.39 � 0.01 0.44 � 0.02 16.09 � 0.01 15.63 � 0.01 0.46 � 0.02 36.73 36.73 11.48 11.36 . . . . . . . . . . . . Er

Arp 256 NED 01 ................. 15.85 � 0.03 15.43 � 0.04 0.43 � 0.05 15.94 � 0.01 15.54 � 0.01 0.40 � 0.02 36.72 36.71 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ER

UGC 00226.......................... 16.65 � 0.02 16.32 � 0.01 0.33 � 0.03 16.74 � 0.02 16.41 � 0.01 0.33 � 0.02 36.05 36.00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Notes.—Col. (1): Galaxy name. Col. (2): Asymptotic FUVmagnitude in AB scale corrected for Galactic extinction. The errors quoted correspond to the error in the fit to the growth curve alone. The error in the FUVandNUV
zero-point calibration is estimated to be�0.15 mag in each band. Col. (3): The same for the NUV. Col. (4): Asymptotic (FUV� NUV) color computed as the difference between col. (2) and col. (3). Cols. (5)Y(7): The same as
cols. (2)Y(4) for the aperture magnitudes within the D25 ellipse. Col. (8): Logarithm of the FUV luminosity in watts. Col. (9): The same for the NUV. Col. (10); Effective radii [equivalent radius of the ellipse including half of the
total (asymptotic) light of the galaxy] in the FUV bandmeasured in arcsec. Col. (11): The same for the NUV. Col. (12): C31 concentration index in the FUV. Col. (13): The same for the NUV. Col. (14): C42 concentration index in
the FUV. Col. (15): The same for the NUV. Col. (16): Morphological class of the UV surface brightness profile (see text for details). Note that we only computed the effective radius and concentration index C31 (C42) for those
galaxies whose radii containing 50% and 25% (20%), respectively, of the light were larger than 600. Table 4 is available in its entirety in the electronic edition of the Astrophysical Journal Supplement. A portion is shown here for
guidance regarding its form and content.



TABLE 5

Corollary Photometry Data (Observed Values)

Optical Photometry Near-Infrared Photometry IRAS Fluxes

Object Name

(1)

U

(mag)

(2)

B

(mag)

(3)

V

(mag)

(4)

J

(mag)

(5)

H

(mag)

(6)

K

(mag)

(7)

12 �m
(Jy)

(8)

25 �m
(Jy)

(9)

60 �m
(Jy)

(10)

100 �m
(Jy)

(11)

WLM................................. . . . 11.03 � 0.08 10.59 � 0.09 . . . . . . . . . <0.12 <0.20 0.32 � 0.08 1.04 � 0.26

NGC 7808......................... . . . 14.33 � 0.13 13.48 � 0.13 11.29 � 0.03 10.65 � 0.03 10.32 � 0.04 0.11 � 0.03 <0.21 0.37 � 0.05 1.58 � 0.21

UGC 00017....................... 14.78 � 0.23 14.80 � 0.20 14.19 � 0.22 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

PGC 00282 ....................... . . . . . . . . . 13.36 � 0.06 12.76 � 0.09 12.56 � 0.13 <0.08 <0.18 0.28 � 0.06 0.66 � 0.15

NGC 0024......................... 12.12 � 0.13 12.19 � 0.13 11.61 � 0.13 9.71 � 0.02 9.11 � 0.03 8.95 � 0.04 <0.13 0.16 � 0.04 1.26 � 0.14 3.59 � 0.40

UGC 00128....................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NGC 0055......................... 8.54 � 0.06 8.42 � 0.05 7.87 � 0.06 6.98 � 0.03 6.55 � 0.04 6.25 � 0.05 1.34 � 0.20 6.25 � 0.94 77.00 � 11.60 174.00 � 26.10

Arp 256 NED 02 .............. . . . . . . 13.60 � 0.30 12.69 � 0.05 12.35 � 0.09 11.82 � 0.09 . . . . . . . . . . . .

Arp 256 NED 01 .............. . . . 14.81 � 0.13 14.33 � 0.13 12.44 � 0.03 11.70 � 0.04 11.34 � 0.05 . . . . . . . . . . . .

UGC 00226....................... . . . 14.81 � 0.18 . . . 12.96 � 0.05 12.26 � 0.08 11.95 � 0.09 <0.09 <0.10 0.41 � 0.05 1.11 � 0.29

Notes.—Col. (1): Galaxy name. Col. (2): Johnson-U integratedmagnitude (in the Vega scale) published as part of RC3. Col. (3): The same for the Johnson-B band. Col. (4): The same for the Johnson-V band. Col. (5): 2MASS
J-band total magnitude. Col. (6): The same for theH band. Col. (7): The same for the K band. Col. (8): Published 12 �m IRAS fluxes (in Jy) and upper limits. Col. (9): The same for the 25 �m fluxes. Col. (10): The same for the
60 �m fluxes. Col. (11): The same for the 100 �m fluxes. Table 5 is available in its entirety in the electronic edition of the Astrophysical Journal Supplement. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form and content.



energy budget bymeans of its comparison with the UV flux (see,
e.g., Dale et al. 2001).

5. RESULTS

5.1. Global Statistical Properties

In Figure 4 we show the frequency histograms of the as-
ymptotic FUV and NUVAB magnitudes, FUV luminosity and
(FUV� NUV) (both asymptotic and at the D25 aperture) color.
Heckman et al. (2005) have recently shown that galaxies with
FUV luminosities brighter than 2 ; 1010 L� (7:6 ; 1036 W or
MFUV ¼ �19:87) (also known as ultraviolet-luminous galaxies
or UVLGs) are extremely rare in our local universe. Their co-
moving space density is only �10�5 Mpc�3, i.e., several hun-
dred times lower than that of their z ¼ 3 counterparts, the Lyman
break galaxies (LBG). Indeed, only four galaxies in the Atlas
(see Fig. 4c) would be classified as UVLGs: two active galactic
nuclei, NGC 7469 and Mrk 501, and two actively star-forming
interacting systems, the Cartwheel (see, e.g., Amram et al. 1998)
and UGC 06697 (Gavazzi et al. 2001).

The color distribution of Figure 4d shows a pronounced peak
at (FUV� NUV) ’ 0:4mag and a long tail extending to very red
colors. As we will show later, this red tail is, not unexpectedly,
mostly populated by elliptical galaxies of intermediate mass that
show little recent star formation activity and a weak UV upturn
(see Boselli et al. 2005). This figure also shows the distribution of
effective radii both in arcsec (Fig. 4e) and in kiloparsecs (Fig. 4f ).
The distribution of effective radii is very similar for the FUVand
the NUV. Due to the limited spatial resolution of theGALEX data
we only computed the effective radius of galaxies for which the
semimajor axis of the ellipse including 50% of the light was
larger than 600 in radius. This fact, along with the lower limit in
optical diameter (10) imposed by the completeness of RC3, results
in a paucity of compact galaxies and a relatively narrow distri-
bution in apparent effective radius peaking at �1500. The distri-
bution in physical size (Fig. 4f ), on the other hand, is significantly
wider with a peak around 5Y6 kpc.

The distributions of the concentration indices C31 and C42
(Figs. 4h and 4i, respectively) are also very narrow with the gal-
axies being slightly more concentrated (i.e., larger values of C31
andC42) in theNUV than in the FUV (see Figs. 4j and 4k for a com-
parison between the value of these indices in the two bands). This is
probably a consequence of the fact that in the NUVa significant
fraction of the light in spiral galaxies still arises from within the
bulge component, while in the FUV this contribution is in many
cases negligible.

5.2. Properties by Morphological Type

TheGALEX FUVandNUVobservations presented here, along
with the corresponding corollary data in the optical, NIR, and FIR
provides us with an unprecedented set of multiwavelength data
for a large population of galaxies in the local universe. One of
the first questions that can be addressed using this sample con-
cerns the relation between the qualitative (optical) morphology
of these galaxies and more quantitative properties, such as col-
ors, luminosities, total-infrared-to-UV ratios, etc. In Figure 5 we
show the colors of the galaxies as a function of the blue-light
morphological type as given by RC3. Figures 5a and 5b show
that, although late-type spiral and irregular galaxies are some-
what bluer in (B� V ) and (B� K) than ellipticals and early-type
spirals, these colors are not unique to a given type. In particular,
these colors cannot be used to unambiguously discriminate between

different kinds of spiral galaxies nor even between elliptical /
lenticular galaxies and spirals. As indicated by Roberts & Haynes
(1994), the significant overlap in (B� V ) color between spiral
galaxies of different types is mostly due to true variations in the
optical colors and star-formation history of galaxies of samemor-
phological type, not to misclassification or observational errors.
The equivalent to the Figure 5b for late-typeVirgo cluster galaxies
was obtained by Boselli et al. (1997). These authors obtained a
large overlap in (B� K ) color between different morphological
types as well.

However, thanks to the extreme sensitivity of the FUV data to
the presence of very low levels of recent star formation activity,
the use of the (FUV� K ) color turns out to be a very powerful
discriminant between quiescent elliptical and lenticular galaxies,
and star-forming spirals. In particular, an observed (FUV� K )
color of 8.8 mag provides an excellent discrimination point be-
tween these two groups (see Fig. 5c). In this sense, of all the
elliptical / lenticular galaxies in the Atlas with both FUV and
K-band data available, only 23% of them show a (FUV� K )
color bluer than this threshold. It is worth noting that significant a
fraction of these are known to host some residual star formation
activity (e.g., NGC 3265, Condon et al. 2002; NGC 0855, Wiklind
et al. 1995) or are low-luminosity ellipticals with obvious star for-
mation activity like NGC 1510 (Marlowe et al. 1999). Spiral and
irregular galaxies with (FUV� K ) colors redder than this value
only represent 9% of the total.

Although with significantly degraded discriminating capabili-
ties compared to the (FUV� K ) color, the (NUV� K ) is also
well correlated with the morphological type (see Fig. 5d ). The
same can be said about the (FUV� NUV) color, where a cutoff
at (FUV� NUV) ¼ 0:9 mag provides a relatively clean separa-
tion of elliptical / lenticular galaxies from spirals (Fig. 5e). The
fraction of elliptical/lenticular galaxies with (FUV� NUV) color
bluer than 0.9mag (and both FUVandNUVmagnitudes available)
is 18%,while the percentage of spiral and irregulars redder than this
value is only 12%. Note that in this case the far left lower corner of
the diagram may be populated both by ellipticals with residual star
formation and also by elliptical galaxies with a strong UV upturn
(Deharveng et al. 2002 and references therein). The best linear fits
derived for the correlation of observed colors with the morpho-
logical type for spirals and irregulars (types T > �0:5) are

(FUV� K ) ¼ 7:97� 0:48 ; T; � ¼ 1:36 mag; ð3Þ
(NUV� K ) ¼ 7:07� 0:40 ; T; � ¼ 1:14 mag; ð4Þ

(FUV� NUV) ¼ 0:854� 0:066 ; T; � ¼ 0:32 mag: ð5Þ

These relations are shown in Figures 5c, 5d, and 5e. Note that,
although the rms of the fit for the (FUV� NUV) color is smaller
than for (FUV � K ) this is purely a consequence of the much
smaller dynamic range of the (FUV� NUV) color (1 mag) com-
pared with the (FUV� K ) color (�6 mag) (see Fig. 5c). The cor-
responding best fits in the type T versus color diagrams are (only
galaxies with types T < 13 are considered)

T ¼ 11:2Y1:28 ; (FUV� K ); � ¼ 2:4 (units of T); ð6Þ
T ¼ 12:1Y1:62 ; (NUV� K ); � ¼ 2:5 (units of T); ð7Þ
T ¼ 8:4Y8:5 ; (FUV� NUV); � ¼ 3:0 (units of T): ð8Þ

Thesefits are valid only for colors (FUV� K ) < 8:8mag, (NUV�
K ) < 7:9 mag, and (FUV� NUV) < 0:9 mag, respectively.
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Fig. 4.—UV properties of the galaxies in the Atlas. (a) Frequency histogram of apparent asymptotic FUV magnitudes (AB scale). (b) Apparent asymptotic NUV
magnitudes. (c) FUV luminosity in watts computed as � F� (see Buat et al. 2005). (d ) (FUV� NUV) color. (e) (FUV� NUV) color inside the D25 ellipse. ( f ) Effective
radius (in arcsec) of the galaxies in the FUV (gray-shaded histogram) and NUV (outlined histogram). (g) The same with the radius in kpc. (h) FUV (gray-shaded histogram)
and NUV (outlined histogram) C31 concentration index. (i) The same for the C42 concentration index. ( j ) Comparison of the FUVandNUVC31 concentration indices.
(k) The same for the C42 concentration index.
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Fig. 5.—Variation in the observed colors and total-infrared (TIR) to FUV ratio of the galaxies in the Atlas with the morphological type (T). (a) (B� V ) vs. the
morphological type for elliptical / lenticular (T < �0:5), spiral (�0:5 � T < 9:5), and irregular /compact galaxies (T � 9:5). The separation between elliptical / lenticular
and the rest is shown by a vertical dashed line. (b) The same for (B� K ). Note the small segregation in color between the different types when the (B� V ) or (B� K )
colors are used. (c) The same for (FUV� K ). The segregation between ellipticals/ lenticulars and spirals (horizontal solid line) and even between different kind of spiral
galaxies is now remarkable. For comparison purposes we show (in the same scale) the range in (B� V ) color span by the galaxies in the sample (see panel a). (d ) The same for
(NUV� K ). (e) The same for the (FUV� NUV) color. Note that FUVandNUVmagnitudes are in AB scale and optical and NIRmagnitudes are in the Vega system. Green
lines represent the best linear fit to the data for types T ¼ �0:5 or later (i.e., spiral galaxies). ( f ) The same for the TIR-to-FUV ratio (see Buat et al. 2005).
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Finally, in Figure 5f we compare the total-infrared (TIR) to
FUVratiowith themorphological type of the galaxies in theAtlas.
The TIR flux was derived using the parameterization of the TIR-
to-FIR ratio given by Dale et al. (2001), where FIR is computed
from the 60 and 100 �m IRAS fluxes as in Lonsdale et al. (1985).
The flux in the FUV is expressed in units of �F� (see Buat et al.
2005). In the case of spiral and irregular galaxies, for which both
the UV and infrared emission are ultimately due to young mas-
sive stars, this ratio provides a well-defined estimator of the dust
attenuation in the UV (Buat et al. 2005; Cortese et al. 2006).
Given the sensitivity limits of the IRAS catalog and the low dust
content of elliptical and lenticular galaxies the number of these
galaxies detected in both the 60 and 100 �m IRAS bands is only
49 out of the 225 ellipticals in the Atlas. Figure 5f shows that
late-type spirals and irregulars tend to show, on average, a lower
TIR-to-FUV ratio and consequently smaller attenuation in the
UV than that derived for early-type spirals.

5.3. Color-Magnitude and Color-Color Diagrams

Although morphology is certainly related with the way gal-
axies form and evolve, especially when the properties of elliptical
and spiral galaxies are compared, the luminosity and even more
the mass (either the luminous or total mass) is thought to be the
main driving force of the evolution of galaxies through the his-
tory of the universe. In this sense, the analysis of color-magnitude
diagrams (CMDs) has traditionally provided a fundamental tool
for understanding galaxy evolution.

Figures 6a and 6b show the CMDs in (FUV� K )�MK and
(NUV� K )�MK . At the top of these diagrams we find the
‘‘red sequence’’ populated primarily by elliptical and lenticular
galaxies (dots). In the case of the (NUV� K )�MK CMD the
red sequence shows a clear slope with lower luminosity galaxies
showing bluer colors, especially belowMK > �23 mag. A sim-
ilar behavior is seen when optical or optical-NIR colors are used,
both locally and at high redshift (Gladders & Yee 2005). This is
commonly explained in terms of lower metal abundances (thus
bluer colors) of the stellar populations in low-mass ellipticals as
compared to the more massive (higher metallicity) systems
(Gladders et al. 1998 and references therein). In the case of the
(FUV� K )�MK CMD, on the other hand, the distribution of
the (FUV � K ) color is rather flat over a range of almost 7 mag
in absolute magnitude. The explanation for this different be-
havior can be found in Figure 6c. Here the (FUV� NUV) gets
systematically redder as we move to lower luminosities. This is
opposite to what is seen in any other colors, and it is probably a
consequence of a weaker UV upturn in intermediate-mass el-
lipticals than in the most luminous and massive ones (see Boselli
et al. 2005). Note that, due to the stronger UV upturn toward the
centers of elliptical galaxies (Ohl et al. 1998; Rhee et al. 2008, in
preparation), the asymptotic colors do not probably show the full
strength of the UV upturn in the way aperture colors like those
obtained from the analysis of IUE spectra do (Burstein et al.
1988).

Dwarf elliptical galaxies have K-band absolute magnitudes
that are typically fainter than MK ¼ �21 mag. Unfortunately,
not many of these more extreme low-luminosity ellipticals are
found in the Atlas. This is mainly because dwarf ellipticals in
Virgo (where most of the studies on dE have been carried out to
date) are typically smaller than 10 in size, placing them outside
the selection limit imposed on the Atlas. Nevertheless, a recent
study by Boselli et al. (2005) suggests that residual star forma-
tion might play a leading role in the interpretation of the UV
emission from dE galaxies, which would explain their behavior

in the CMD (i.e., similar to the behavior seen in low-mass star-
forming galaxies). The tendency for the most luminous ellip-
ticals to show bluer (FUV� NUV) colors is evenmore clear when
the FUV-band absolute magnitude is considered (see Fig. 6e).
However, if the B-band luminosity is used, the (FUV� NUV)
color seems to be independent of luminosity.
Regarding the properties of spiral (triangles) and irregular

galaxies (asterisks) in these plots we find that the majority of
these galaxies are concentrated in a ‘‘blue sequence’’ with high-
luminosity spirals (which also tend to be of earlier types) being
redder than low-mass spirals and irregular/compact galaxies. This
is true for all the observed (FUV� K ), (NUV� K ), and (FUV�
NUV) colors (Figs. 6a, 6b, and 6c). There are two mechanisms
that may lead to the observed behavior. First, low-luminosity
galaxies are known to have lower metallicities (both in the stars
and in the gas) than more luminous ones (Salzer et al. 2005 and
references therein). This implies that the amount of dust (and
reddening of the colors) in low-luminosity galaxies should be
lower than in luminous ones.
The (FUV � K ) [(NUV� K )] color is found to span a range

of 5 mag (4 mag) in spiral and irregular galaxies of different
types and luminosities with a mean value of 5.9 mag (5.4 mag).
The corresponding 1 � of the distribution is 1.7 mag (1.4 mag).
On the other hand, the dispersion in the AFUV (ANUV) derived is
only 1.0 mag (0.8 mag) (see below). Since the AFUV/(AFUV � AK)
[ANUV/(ANUV � AK )] total-to-selective extinction ratio is always
between 1.0 and 1.1 for any attenuation law considered, dust
extinction alone is not able to explain the dispersion in the ob-
served (FUV� K ) [(NUV� K )] color, neither its dependence
on luminosity or morphological type.
It is now widely accepted that the star formation history of

galaxies depends strongly on their stellar or total mass. Low-
mass galaxies show relatively flat star formation histories, while
moremassive systems have shorter timescales of formation (e.g.,
Gavazzi et al. 1996, 2002;Gavazzi&Scodeggio 1996;Boselli et al.
2001). By virtue of this phenomenon, sometimes simplistically
referred to as ‘‘down-sizing’’ (seeCowie et al. 1996), low-mass gal-
axies should be on average bluer in these colors than more massive
galaxies. In this sense, we know that the typical stellar mass of a
star-forming galaxy in the local universe is�1:3 ; 1010 M� (Pérez-
González et al. 2003; Gil de Paz et al. 2000a), i.e., more than
5 times lessmassive than an L� galaxy in theNIR (Cole et al. 2001;
Kauffmann et al. 2003).
Since we have information about the TIR emission for a large

fraction of these galaxies, we can compute the attenuation in the
FUV and NUV from the observed TIR-to-FUV ratio using the
recipes published by Buat et al. (2005). The mean and 1 � FUV
(NUV) attenuation of the sample of spiral and irregular galaxies
in the Atlas is 1:8 � 1:0 mag (1:3 � 0:8 mag). The internal-
extinctionYcorrected (FUV� NUV) color is plotted in Figure 6d
as a function of theK-band absolute magnitude. The solid (dashed)
line shown in this plot represents the best weighted (nonweighted)
fit to the data

(FUV� NUV)0 ¼ 0:1083þ 0:00371 ;MK ;

� ¼ 0:054 mag (weighted); ð9Þ
(FUV� NUV)0 ¼ 0:0942þ 0:00299 ;MK ;

� ¼ 0:055 mag (nonweighted): ð10Þ

Although there is a small tendency for the galaxies to show
redder UV colors at lower luminosities and later types, we do not
exclude the possibility that the intrinsic (FUV� NUV) color
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Fig. 6.—Color-magnitude diagrams (CMDs) of the Atlas galaxies. Red dots are elliptical / lenticular galaxies, dark green triangles are early-type spirals (T < 5), light
green triangles are late-type spirals (T � 5), blue asterisks are irregular and compact galaxies, and black diamonds are galaxies currently lacking morphological
classification. (a) (FUV� K )�MK CMD. Spiral and irregular galaxies show a systematic bluing as we move to galaxies of lower mass. Elliptical / lenticular galaxies, on
the other hand, show a very small change in the (FUV� K ) color with theK-band absolutemagnitude (i.e., stellar mass) of the galaxy. (b) (NUV� K )�MK CMD. In this
case, however, lower mass ellipticals are also systematic bluer than more massive ones. (c) (FUV� NUV)�MK CMD. This plot shows that the behavior observed in the
elliptical galaxies in previous diagrams seems to be the consequence of a much fainter UVupturn (best traced by the FUV� NUV color) in low-luminosity ellipticals than
in massive ones. In this plot we show the position occupied by dwarf elliptical galaxies in Virgo (Boselli et al. 2005). Dwarf elliptical galaxies fainter thanMK < �21mag
start to show the effects of recent star formation both on their (FUV� NUV) and UV-optical colors (see Boselli et al. 2005 for more details). (d ) (FUV� NUV)0 �MK

CMD. The (FUV� NUV)0 color is corrected for internal extinction using the relation between the total-infrared (TIR) to FUV ratio and the extinction in the FUVand
NUV bands given by Buat et al. (2005). Only spiral and irregular/compact galaxies are used in this plot. Solid (dashed) line represents the best weighted (nonweighted) fit
to the data. The narrowdistribution in extinction-correctedUV slopes indicates that the tendency seen in the (FUV� NUV)�MK CMDshown above for spiral galaxies is
a direct consequence of the change in the amount of dust with the luminosity of the galaxy. (e) (FUV� NUV)�MFUV CMD. ( f ) (FUV� NUV)�MB CMD.These two
latter diagrams show a similar behavior to that shown in (c). The high-luminosity end of the sample in the FUV is clearly dominated by spiral galaxies with a very narrow
distribution in observed (FUV� NUV) color.



derived in this way is independent of luminosity with an average
value of (FUV � NUV)0 ¼ 0:025 � 0:049 mag (i.e., �GLX;0 ¼
�1:94 � 0:11; see Kong et al. 2004). We should note here that
the measurements of the extinction in the FUV and NUV from
which this intrinsic (FUV� NUV) color is derived are not fully
independent since both are obtained by comparing the corre-
sponding observed FUV and NUV flux with the same total-
infrared emission (Buat et al. 2005). Consequently, there might
be some additional weak dependency of the intrinsic (FUV�
NUV) color with the luminosity that could be identified by ana-
lyzing both the detailed star formation history and dust properties
(composition, geometry, temperature distribution) of individual
galaxies.

Figure 6e shows that the most luminous galaxies in the FUV
are spirals (both early- and late-type ones). In the optical (Fig. 6f )
and NIR (Fig. 6c), on the other hand, the bright end of the lu-
minosity function is populated by both elliptical and spiral gal-
axies. It is also worth noting that the galaxies in the bright end of
the FUV luminosity function show a very narrow dispersion in the
observed (FUV� NUV) color that results in a very similar shape
for the bright end of the FUV and the NUV local luminosity
functions (Wyder et al. 2005).

In Figure 7a we analyze the (FUV� NUV)� (NUV� B )
color-color diagram of the galaxies in the Atlas. What is remark-
able is the relatively narrow strip of this diagram where the
galaxies are located. In the case of the spiral galaxies this is due
in part to the well-known degeneracy in these colors between
dust extinction and star formation history (see, e.g., Gil de Paz
& Madore 2002). The ellipticals show a very narrow range in
(NUV� B) color but a wide range of (FUV� NUV) colors,
probably due to differences in the strength of the UVupturn from
galaxy to galaxy. In the (FUV� NUV)� (NUV� K ) color
diagram (Fig. 7b) we find that ellipticals with redder (NUV� K )
color tend to show bluer (FUV� NUV) colors. This is again
a consequence of the weaker UV upturn present in optically
blue, intermediate-mass ellipticals. The combination of the

(FUV� NUV) color with either the (NUV� B) or the (NUV�
K ) color clearly improves the discrimination between elliptical /
lenticular galaxies and spirals (see dashed lines in Figs. 7a and 7b).
In the case of the (FUV� NUV)� (NUV� B ) color-color dia-
gram the origin {destination} of the cut-off line is ½(FUV�NUV);
(NUV� B )	 ¼ ½2:0; 2:0	f5:0; 0:0g. For the (FUV� NUV) �
(NUV � K ) color-color diagram the corresponding origin {des-
tination} of the cutoff line is ½(FUV� NUV); (NUV� K )	 ¼
½5:0; 1:7	f9:5; 0:4g.

5.4. Dust Extinction and the IRX-� Relation

The relation found by Heckman et al. (1995) andMeurer et al.
(1995, 1999) between the TIR-to-FUV ratio and the slope of the
UV spectrum in starburst galaxies (IRX-� relationship; see also
Seibert et al. 2005) can be used in principle to estimate the dust
extinction in galaxies even if FIR data are not available. Some
recent works have claimed that this relationship is valid only
when applied to UV-selected starburst galaxies but not in the
case of infrared-bright objects like the luminous/ultraluminous
infrared galaxies (LIRGs/ULIRGs; Goldader et al. 2002) or even
for normal spiral or irregular galaxies (see Bell et al. 2002 for
results on the LMC). In Figure 8a we compare the TIR-to-FUV
ratio with the observed (FUV� NUV) color, which is equiv-
alent to the slope of the UV continuum (see Kong et al. 2004).
Herewe have only plotted galaxieswith observed (FUV� NUV)
color bluer than 0.9 mag. This criterion guarantees that the vast
majority of the objects considered are either spiral or irregular
galaxies. The dotted line represents the IRX-� relation given by
Meurer et al. (1999). This figure demonstrates that the slope of the
UVis indeedwell correlatedwith the TIR-to-FUVand can be used
to estimate (at least in a statistical way) the dust extinction in
nearby galaxies. Similar results are found by Cortese et al. (2006)
using a volume-limited optically selected sample of galaxies in
nearby clusters.
The solid line in Figure 8a represents the best linear fit to the

data. The dashed line is the same but excluding objects with

Fig. 7.—Color-color diagrams of the galaxies in the Atlas. (a) (FUV� NUV)� (NUV� B ) color-color diagram. (b) (FUV� NUV)� (NUV� K ) color-color
diagram. Symbols have the samemeaning as in Fig. 6. Lines in this plot represent various criteria proposed to separate elliptical / lenticular galaxies from spirals (see text for
details). Note that, in order to keep with the stellar convention, the (FUV� NUV) axis has been flipped and red (FUV� NUV) colors are now plotted at the bottom of the
figure.
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luminosities below 0:1L� (M �
FUV ¼ �18:12; Wyder et al. 2005),

for which the relation begins to depart from linearity. The results
of these fits are

log (TIR=FUV) ¼ � 0:18þ 2:05 ; (FUV� NUV);

� ¼ 0:36 dex; ð11Þ
log (TIR=FUV) ¼ � 0:15þ 2:00 ; (FUV� NUV);

� ¼ 0:36 dex for L >
L�

10

� �
: ð12Þ

Note that our sample suffers from a small deficiency of low-
luminosity spirals. This fact might have an impact on the best-fit
IRX-� relationship derived above. Cortese et al. (2006) have
recently proposed a set of recipes that can be used to estimate the
TIR-to-FUV ratio in star-forming galaxies using not only the
(FUV� NUV) color but other parameters such as the oxygen
abundance, the luminosity, the mean surface brightness, etc.

The majority of the objects in Figure 8a are found below the
relationship defined for starburst galaxies. It is worth noting that
objects with higher UV luminosity, some of them starburst
galaxies, seem to fall closer on average [at least in the regionwith
(FUV� NUV) < 0:6 mag] to the Meurer et al. relation than
lower luminosity galaxies. According to Kong et al. (2004) the
offset between normal galaxies and starbursts is primarily due to a
lower ratio of present to past-averaged SFR in normal galaxies.
However, the results obtained by Seibert et al. (2005) and Cortese
et al. (2006) usingGALEX data of nearby galaxies do not support
this idea. These recent studies suggest that this offset might be

due instead to a different geometry of the dust in normal galaxies
compared with starbursts or, alternatively, to aperture effects
present in the IUE data set used by Meurer et al. (1999).

The fact that we find such a good correlation between the TIR-
to-FUV ratio and the (FUV � NUV) color and that the intrinsic
(FUV� NUV) color seems to be rather constant for spiral and
irregular galaxies suggests that the attenuation law in the UV for
these galaxies is different from a pure Galactic extinction law. In
the case of the Milky Way the extinction law shows a bump at
2175 8 that would result in a similar extinction in both bands,
AFUV ¼ 7:9E(B� V ) and ANUV ¼ 8:0E(B� V ) (Bianchi et al.
2005). Thus, the observed trend in the (FUV� NUV) color with
the TIR-to-FUV ratio is most probably due to a different extinc-
tion law since scattering, either for a shell or clumpy dust ge-
ometry, would result in an even lower FUVattenuation (compared
with the NUV) than that expected from the Galactic extinc-
tion law alone (see, e.g., Roussel et al. 2005). The SMC Bar or
30 Doradus extinction laws and the attenuation law proposed by
Calzetti et al. (1994) all show a weak 2175 8 feature and, es-
pecially in the case of the SMC Bar extinction law, a relatively
steep FUV rise. In this sense, despite including scattering, the
FUV rise of the Calzetti law is apparently too modest to repro-
duce the dependence between AFUV and AFUV � ANUV followed
by the majority of the galaxies in our sample (see Fig. 8b).12

Thus, although the Calzetti law, originally built for UV-bright

Fig. 8.—(a) IRX-� relation. The vertical long dashed line represents the cutoff in (FUV� NUV) color used to select the subsample of galaxies used to study the
relation between the TIR-to-FUVratio and the slope of the UV. This selection criterion guarantees that in the galaxies considered both the infrared and the UVemission are
in the most part associated with the presence of recent star formation activity. The dotted line represents the relation derived by using a sample of starburst galaxies (Kong et al.
2004;Meurer et al. 1999). The best fit to thewhole set of data is shown by a solid line. The best fit obtained excluding the lowest luminosity galaxies (dots) is shown by a dashed
line. Symbols are coded byUV luminosity. Galaxies with higher UV luminosities (green stars) seem to be located somewhat closer to the relation derived for starburst galaxies
that fainter objects (blue squares). Triangles correspond to the elliptical galaxies in the sample. Note that most of the ellipticals with (FUV� NUV) < 0:9 are known to have
some degree of residual star formation. (b) AFUV vs. (FUV� NUV)� 0:025. The latter term is equivalent to AFUV � ANUV if an intrinsic (FUV� NUV) ¼ 0:025 mag is
assumed for all star-forming galaxies in the sample (see x 5.3). The lines drawn correspond to the total-to-selective extinction in the UVexpected for different extinction laws
(MW, solid line; LMC30Doradus, dotted line; SMCWing, dashed line; SMCBar, triple-dot-dashed line) and the attenuation lawofCalzetti et al. (1994, dot-dashed line). The
RV values adopted for each of these laws are given in the text. Note that the inclusion of scattering would result in steeper relations betweenAFUV and AFUV � ANUV than those
shown here. Therefore, an attenuation law based on the SMC Bar extinction law seems to be favored by these results. HighYUV-luminosity galaxies are still adequately
represented by the Calzetti attenuation law.

12 We have adopted RV ¼ 3:1 for the Milky Way and LMC 30 Doradus ex-
tinction laws (Cardelli et al. 1989), RV ¼ 4:05 for the Calzetti law (Calzetti et al.
2000), RV ¼ 2:87 for the SMCBar law (star AzV 398; Gordon &Clayton 1998),
and RV ¼ 2:66 for the SMCWing law (star AzV 456; Gordon & Clayton 1998).
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starburst galaxies, still provides an adequate approximation to
the relation between AFUV and AFUV � ANUV for galaxies with
UV luminosities above L�, an attenuation law based on the SMC-
Bar extinction law is favored for the bulk of the galaxies in this
Atlas.

We cannot exclude, however, that the FUVemission might be
arising from young stars more deeply embedded in their parent
molecular clouds than those responsible for the NUV emission.
If that is the case, the differential extinction between the FUVand
NUVemitting sources would lead to an artificial FUV rise in the
global attenuation law even if the extinction law is rather flat in
the UV.

In this same sense, it is worth noting that here we are referring
to the attenuation law of the dust associated with the regions re-
sponsible for the UV emission, which could be quite different
from the lawwewould obtain from regions dominating the emis-
sion at other wavelengths and also different from the extinction
law that would be derived from line-of-sight absorption studies
of individual stars.

5.5. Structural Properties and UV Morphology

Concentration indices have been commonly used in the past to
infer the morphological types of barely resolved intermediate-
redshift galaxies found in Hubble Space Telescope images (see,
e.g., Abraham et al. 1996). One of the problems associated with
these studies is the fact that in many cases the concentration
indices derived for the high-redshift galaxies are measured in the
rest-frame UV, while the local reference samples are usually ob-
served in the optical (Bershady et al. 2000). In this sense, it is
important to know the structural parameters in the UVof a sam-
ple of well-known nearby galaxies, like the one collected for this
Atlas. Concentration indices C31 andC42 are provided in Table 4.
The number of objects with these indices is small becausewe only
computed the C31 (C42) concentration index for those galaxies
whose radius containing 25% (20%) of the light was larger than
600. The same criterion applies to the effective radius, where the
radius containing 50% of the light was imposed to be larger than
600 in order for it to be measured.

In Figure 9 we compare the concentration index C42 with the
(FUV� K ) color. As we commented in x 5.2 this color discrim-
inates very well between elliptical and spiral galaxies and also
between spiral galaxies of different types (see x 5.2). This figure
shows that the C42 index improves the discrimination between
ellipticals (dots) and lenticulars (open circles) and also between
these and early-type spirals (open triangles). Y. H. Joe et al. (2008,
in preparation) have recently carried out a more detailed study of
the structural properties (including both concentration and asym-
metry parameters) of nearby galaxies in the UV using the same
sample presented in this Atlas.

Regarding themorphological classification of theUV surface-
brightness profiles we first notice a large variety of morphologies
even within each of the classes defined in x 4.4. This is partly a
consequence of the high sensitivity of the UV to the recent star
formation, which results in the presence of structures having rel-
atively short evolutionary timescales that might dominate the
UV profiles but that are not as obvious in the optical or NIR pro-
files. There is also the difficulty of dealing with degeneracies
between some morphological classes. In this sense, some of the
blue compact dwarf galaxies in the sample could be easily clas-
sified as having ER or EV profiles. In addition, some of the pro-
files inspected could be either classified as EEh or Ed. Despite
these issues we successfully classify the profiles of 970 of the 1034
galaxy in the Atlas. Moreover, we find that most of the galaxies
(615 out of 970) have UV profiles that can be grouped in three

main classes: (1) profiles that can be reproduced entirely by a de
Vaucouleurs law (class VV), (2) pure exponential profiles (class
EE), and (3) profiles with an exponential component in the outer
region and significant flattening in the inner region (EF and Ef
classes). Only 19 galaxies were classified as EV class, despite
being the dominant morphology in the optical and near-infrared
profiles of spiral galaxies.
This paucity of EV profiles seems to be due, at least in the case

of late-type spirals, to the fact that even in the central regions the
bulge is much fainter than the disk, which results in these gal-
axies being classified as having type EE or EF/Ef profiles (e.g.,
NGC 0628, M33, NGC 1042, NGC 2403). In early-type spirals,
like the Sb galaxies NGC 0986, M31, M81, M95, the bulge is
dominant only in the nucleus of the galaxy where is also com-
monly found associatedwith a flattening or decrease in the surface
brightness of the disk toward the center. Because of the small
spatial extension of these bulges in the UV surface brightness
profiles Sb galaxies get usually classified as EFn, VFn, or EDn.
Only lenticulars (e.g., NGC 1387, NGC 1546, NGC 4310, NGC
4477, NGC 6945, NGC 7252, M86), intermediate S0/a (NGC
2681, NGC 3816, NGC 3885, IC 0796), or very early-type spi-
rals like the Sa galaxies NGC 1022, NGC 2798, NGC 4314, or
NGC 4491 are sometimes best classified as having EV-type UV
profiles. This is true for both UV bands although it is more
frequent in the case of the NUV profile.
In Figure 10 we plot the distribution of galaxies classified

within each of these groups: deVaucouleurs profiles (v type), pure
exponential profiles (e type), and flattened exponential profiles
(f type); in the (FUV� K ) versus morphological type diagram.
Again, the morphological types used are those published in RC3.
In the light of this figure it is fair to say that the majority of the
elliptical galaxies in the Atlas follow a de Vaucouleurs profile
in the UV, like is the case of the optical and NIR profiles of lumi-
nous elliptical galaxies. Note that because of our selection limits a
small number of dwarf elliptical galaxies (which commonly show

Fig. 9.—(FUV� K ) color vs. the concentration index C42 in the NUV. Sym-
bols are coded by morphological type. Although the galaxies are better segre-
gated in (FUV� K ) color than in the concentration index, the value of C42 can
be used improve to the discrimination between ellipticals and lenticulars and be-
tween these and some early-type spirals.
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exponential light profiles in the optical) is expected to be found in
this Atlas. A few v-type galaxies classified morphologically as
late T-type objects are found to be well-known blue compact
dwarf (BCD) galaxies: NGC 1569, NGC 3125, NGC 5253, NGC
6789, and UGC 05720 (Haro 2). See Doublier et al. (1997, 1999)
for some other examples of BCD galaxies with R1/4 profiles in
the optical.

Regarding the distribution of the other two types of profiles
we point out that, while galaxies with pure exponential profiles
(a total of 173) are widely distributed in morphological type and
color, galaxies with flattened exponential profiles (269) have, in
the majority of the cases, morphological types T in the range
2 < T < 8, i.e., they are truly spiral galaxies. In order to explain
this behavior is necessary to understand first what is the mech-
anism(s) behind the flattening of the UV profiles.

In the spectrophotometric models of the evolution of disk
galaxies of Boissier & Prantzos (2000; see also Boissier 2000), a
similar flattening in blue bands is obtained. The main reason for
it is that the rate the stars formed (i.e., SFR) in the inner disk has
been higher than the infall of gas, leading to a progressive con-
sumption of the gas in these regions. In the outer parts, however,
star formation is less efficient and infall proceeds on longer time-
scales. As a result, the gas reservoir of the outer disk is not ex-
hausted, and the shape of the exponential profile is preserved (in
addition, an extinction gradient could enhance the difference be-
tween the inner regions, metal and dust rich, and outer regions
suffering low metallicity and low extinction).

The dependence of the degree of flattening with the morpholog-
ical type found, with most galaxies showing flattened-exponential

profiles having types SabYSdm, is probably a consequence of the
fact that (1) early-type galaxies have already consumed themajority
of their gas at all radii, due to a high global star formation efficiency
and low current infall, and (2) late-type spirals, because of their
current large supply of gas and infall, still have enough gas to
prevent its consumption at all radii. Note also that in some very
early-type spirals (S0/a and Sa types) the presence of a relatively
bright bulge might also difficult the detection of any flattening in
the inner-disk profile.

The models referred above use as parameters the circular ve-
locity (i.e., total mass), and the spin parameter (i.e., angular mo-
mentum). For a fixed spin parameter, the degree of flattening
should depend on mass since e.g., the infall timescale depends
on the mass. Indeed, at very lowmass a modest flattening occurs,
a more visible one at intermediate mass, and no flattening again
in very massive galaxies (where the gas has been consumed over
the whole galaxy) (Boissier 2000). However, using the K-band
absolute magnitude as a tracer of the total mass of the systemwe
found no difference between the distribution of galaxies with or
without flattening in their profiles. This disagreement with the
naive expectation from the models could be linked to the exis-
tence of the second parameter (at fixed velocity, the flattening of
the star formation rate is more noticeable for smaller spin pa-
rameters), or more fundamental differences between EF/Ef and
EE galaxies, not yet included in models. A more direct measure
of the total mass and spin parameter, or detailed modeling of
these galaxies (or a subsample of them) could help us to under-
stand what makes the EF/Ef galaxies different from the EE
ones.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an imaging Atlas of 1034 galaxies ob-
served in two UV bands by the GALEX satellite. From these we
have derived surface brightness and color profiles in the FUVand
NUV GALEX bands. Asymptotic magnitudes and colors along
with concentration indices have also been obtained. A morpho-
logical classification of the profiles is also carried out. Despite a
small but non-negligible excess of high-luminosity and paucity
of low-luminosity spiral galaxies (compared with the luminosity
distribution of ellipticals both in our and the NFGS samples) it is
shown that this sample adequately matches the distribution and
full range of properties of galaxies in the local universe.We have
augmented this data set with corollary data from the optical
(RC3), NIR (2MASS), and far-infrared (IRAS ). We emphasize
here the special caution should be observed when comparing these
results with those derived from a volume-limited sample. From a
broad-based initial analysis of the UV properties of this sample we
conclude the following:

1. The value of the integrated (FUV� K ) color of galaxies pro-
vides an excellent criterion with which to discriminate elliptical/
lenticular galaxies from spirals and irregulars. The best discrimi-
nation between these two classes of galaxies (quiescent vs. star-
forming) is achieved if a cutoff color (FUV� K ) ¼ 8:8 mag is
adopted. A reasonably good separation is also obtained by using
a (FUV� NUV) cutoff color at 0.9mag. These colors also allow
for a continuous distinction (although with a significant disper-
sion) of spiral galaxies of different types.

2. Elliptical/ lenticular galaxies with brighter FUVand K-band
luminosities showbluer (FUV� NUV) colors than ellipticalswith
fainter luminosities but redder (NUV� K ) colors. This is true for
ellipticals galaxies specifically within the range of absolute mag-
nitudes covered by this Atlas (i.e.,MK < �21 mag). This behavior
is probably a consequence of luminous elliptical galaxies having

Fig. 10.—(a) (FUV� K ) color vs. the morphological type. The symbols are
coded by letters that represent the morphology of their UV profiles: ‘‘v’’ for gal-
axies following a de Vaucouleurs R1/4 profile, ‘‘e’’ for galaxies with pure expo-
nential profiles, and ‘‘f ’’ for galaxies with exponential profiles in the outer regions
and a flattened profile inside. (b) Morphological-type distribution for each class of
the UV profile.
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stronger UV upturns than their intermediate-mass counterparts
(see Boselli et al. 2005).

3. We do not find a large dispersion in the intrinsic (corrected for
internal extinction) (FUV� NUV) colors of the spiral/irregular
galaxies in the Atlas (�( FUV�NUV)0 ¼ 0:05 mag) nor a strong de-
pendence of it with the galaxy luminosity. Consequently, the var-
iations in the observed (FUV� NUV) colors with the luminosity
or morphological type of the spiral and irregular galaxies in the
sample are plausibly due to variations in the dust content (due for
example to changes in metallicity) with these magnitudes. In the
case of the (FUV� K ) color the star formation history neces-
sarily contributes to its dependence on luminosity and mor-
phological type.

4. The change in the observed (FUV� NUV) color with the
TIR-to-FUV ratio also suggests that the attenuation law in these
galaxies differs from a pureMilkyWay extinction law. In particular,
attenuation laws with relatively steep FUV rise and no 2175 8
bump, like those based on a SMCBar extinction law or the Calzetti
law in the case of the most luminous objects, are favored.

5. A significant fraction (28%) of the UV profiles show some
degree of flattening in the inner regions. The galaxies showing
this kind of profile belong to a relatively small range of optical
morphological types (compared with the pure-exponential pro-
files), 2 < T < 8, i.e., they are all truly spiral galaxies. We inter-
pret this as a consequence of the high past SFR but comparatively
low current gas infall rate in the inner disks of spiral galaxies,

leading to an efficient consumption of the gas in these regions
and, consequently, to a flattening of the UV profiles compared
with the outer disks, where the gas supply is still abundant. This
is, indeed, expected to be particularly important in intermediate-
type spirals.

TheGALEX and corollary photometry data along with the pro-
files and UV images of galaxies in the sample can be accessed
through a dedicated Web page.13

GALEX (Galaxy Evolution Explorer) is a NASA Small Ex-
plorer, launched in 2003April.Wegratefully acknowledgeNASA’s
support for construction, operation, and science analysis for the
GALEX mission, developed in cooperation with the Centre Na-
tional d’Etudes Spatiales of France and the Korean Ministry of
Science and Technology. A. G. d. P. is partially financed by the
MAGPOP EU Marie Curie Research Training Network and the
Spanish Programa Nacional de Astronomı́a y Astrof ı́sica under
grant AYA2003-01676. We thank Cren Frayer and Olga Pevunova
for preparing the online version of theAtlas.We are also thankful to
the referee for his/her valuable comments which helped to im-
prove the paper.
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